This presentation will provide a brief history of networking, and describe the current state of affairs and challenges as we attempt to deploy a broadband network infrastructure based on ATM and B-ISDN. Even if we solve all the hard problems associated with this, all we have provided is an integrated network infrastructure that is capable of transporting high bandwidth. We still have not solved the latency problem (bandwidth-×-delay product) for WAN applications, or provided for the delivery of this bandwidth to the applications through the host architecture and operating systems. Thus, this presentation will discuss the sorts of emerging applications we must support, and some of the challenges, issues, and areas of research that remain at the end system to support these new applications. It is important that research in protocols for high speed networks be done in the context of supporting emerging applications, utilising the new broadband infrastructure, and remaining compatible with existing protocols, where possible.
A Brief History of Networking

nd Generation: ~1980s
Voice communication
• digital circuit switched telephony (inside the network)
• digital PBXs
• cellular telephony
Entertainment
• free space broadcast television and radio
• CATV television broadcast 
Characteristics of B-ISDN and ATM
Undesirable characteristics of the current standards
• design optimised by and for European PTT voice community
• small cell size [48 = avg(64,32)] cell time short for end systems (681ns for OC-12; 177ns for OC-48)
cell size not a power of 2 (impact on buffering and caching) overhead sub-optimal
• sequenced delivery requirement multiplexed SONET difficult (only STS-Nc circuits please!) switch designs must preserve sequence multiplexed switch planes difficult single cell errors result in ADU errors multiple connection paths not possible connection path reconfiguration more difficult
Technical Challenges in Deploying the Broadband Infrastructure
There are some very hard problems to be solved:
• virtual connection routing in a large hierarchical network
• mobile addressing and dynamic routing
• signalling and internetworking
• general case multipoint-to-multipoint connection routing
• traffic management and congestion control (how optimal?) • application rate prediction for ABR traffic There are some hard practical problems that need to be solved:
• network management
• billing (e.g. bursty traffic should cost more than uniform traffic)
• location of function and services (intelligent networks)
• security and privacy vs. access and sharing of information Unexpected behavior (examples)
• fractal traffic aggregation [Leland, Taqqu, Willinger, and Wilson 94] • system wide behavior [Floyd and Jacobson 94] 
Practical Challenges in Deploying the Broadband Infrastructure
Backward compatibility vs. progress
• multiprotocol and legacy networks
• every transport protocol and IP over ATM for a very long time ["IP over everything": Vint Cerf] • how many different low data rate cell stream interfaces do we need?
Standards needed to integrate, but
• impediment to progress (when to wait?)
• may cast the wrong choices in concrete
Competition and regulation
• what parts of all this is a natural monopoly?
• how many distinct communication pipes do I want in the wall?
(and wasn't the whole point of integrated networks that I only need 1?)
Economics
• incentives to deploy infrastructure
• sensible pricing mechanisms e.g. non-linear pricing of bandwidth, incremental cost pricing Network engineering
• security and policy (e.g. policy based routing)
• seamless LAN to MAN to WAN vision vs. internetworking reality
• complex optimisation vs. simple over engineering (RISC arguments)
Marketing, Consultants, Executives
Why "ATM" Will Succeed *
It is generically the right thing to do (3 rd generation)
Enough of a jump in technology
• N-ISDN, SMDS, FDDI, etc. were too little, too late, for too much $
• ATM + SONET are scalable (data rate and node count)
It's the law: everyone is doing it; standards exist (or are evolving)… …and this is the whole point behind networking more important than many technical flaws * "ATM"
as broadly defined on page 7
with probable evolution in the standards:
Possible improvements and extensions
• cell size large cells, scalable cells (with data rate), or cell groups example: 128+8+8 B cells give (1.8µs for OC-12; 480ns for OC-48)
• tolerance for out of sequence cells (possible with larger cells)
• simpler traffic management with over-engineering
What are We Trying to Do?
Deliver high bandwidth at low latency to applications that need it
What have we got assuming all the previous problems are solved?
• high bandwidth at the network layer
• multipoint connection support and QoS support for applications
Where does that leave us?
with only half the solution and only below the transport layer
• we still have to get the high bandwidth to the application
• we still have to contend with the speed of light
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Application Requirements
How much aggregate bandwidth do we need?
• the current network infrastructure is O(1Tbps)
• O(10Pbps) just for HDTV IVOD during prime time in the US [Nussbaumer, Patel, Schaffa, and Sterbenz 1994] How much bandwidth can a single application use?
• distributed projected VR ("holodeck")
• xmosaic/WWW and successors [Touch 1994] • (are these only a hack until we plug directly into the brain?)
What latency is tolerable?
• sub-second for interactive applications (~100ms)
• broadband network delay (speed-of-light + queueing) ≈ O(10-100ms)
• so we are marginal we must at least deliver the right piece of information to the user at best we should predict and prefetch Application classes [NSF/ARPA Gigabit Workshop 1994] • tele* (teleconferencing, telemedicine, tele-...)
• information management (digital libraries, distributed databases, etc.)
• distributed computing
End-to-End Issues and Principles
We need to avoid the bandwidth bottlenecks still in current systems
Host and network interface architecture
• network should look more like memory than I/O [Delp, Farber, Minnich, Smith, Tam 91; Sterbenz and Parulkar 90] (even though workstation vendors aren't yet giving us this)
• zero copy direct pipe between network and memory [Sterbenz and Parulkar 90] • how do we treat multimedia objects in memory?
• where do the media streams split?
• why should the streams split at all before the human interface?
• what distinction between P-M interconnect, peripherals, and network? [Finn 91; Hayter and McCauley 91] Operating systems (note: there were operating systems before Unix)
• avoid unnecessary context switches (only per application request)
• we know how to deal with data objects reasonably well... ... but what about multimedia objects?
• we know how to schedule processes reasonably well... ... but what needs to be done for multimedia timing constraints?
Protocols...
Broad Areas to Pursue
End-to-end integrated communications
• multimedia operating systems
• multimedia computer architectures For WANs we need to violate the speed of light (overcome the bandwidth-×-delay product)
• prefetching and DVSM (distributed virtual shared memory)
[Axon: Parulkar 1990, 1993] • parallel predictive prefetching vs. extra bandwidth [Mirage: Touch 1993] Distributed IPC over a WAN
• should the network be extension of the processor-memory interconnect Innovative theory and models
How to Get There
• chaos and fractals
• systems theory
• game theory
Infrastructure
• testbeds (to help with the "chicken and egg" problem)
• the Exchange [Kleinrock, Sterbenz, Maxemchuck, Lam, Schulzrinne, and Steenkiste 1993] An Approach: The Exchange [Kleinrock, Sterbenz, Maxemchuck, Lam, Schulzrinne, and Steenkiste 1993] Data, Models, and Tools Libraries Network is part of the simulation (real latency, congestion, etc.) 
